Neuropathy: A general overview

Neuropathy (NP) is a unique process that involves the death or damage of nerve cells in the peripheral or central nervous systems as a result of a physical, chemical or electrical stimulus. The resultant effects of neuropathy vary greatly and encompass a wide spectrum of symptoms ranging from the complete loss of function of downstream muscles to the hypersensitivity of tissues in response to marginal levels of stimuli. Although this process has been extensively studied for many decades, the mechanism in which cells undergo natural and stress response neuropathies has yet to be determined definitively. The complexity behind this process can be attributed to the wide range of methods in which neuropathy can be induced, as well as, the many systems that are affected through its initiation. To further compound the ambiguous nature of the issue, there is an ecletic mix of symptoms that an individual suffering from neuropathy may display. The resultant effects of neuropathy include: tiredness, mechanical hypo and hypersensitivity, unregulated muscle stimulation, thermo hypersensitivity and most notably a lowered threshold for pain induction through nociception stimulation. This lowered threshold can result in a lowered tolerance to marginal introduction of mechanical stressors or in the worst of cases, a continuous state of NP prompted pain followed by the eventual loss of both sensory and motor function.

Several trials have proven successful in discovering different therapeutic methods which are effective in targeting the underlying mechanisms of neuropathic pain. These studies have shown promise, both within in-vitro studies as well as several rat model in-vivo studies, but have not been shown to be effective for long-term large sample size human trials. The inconsistency between these model systems to human trials has proven to be a barrier in treating NP. By continuing to isolate specific components of NP for targeted treatment, there is hope that a better understanding of the mechanisms that lead to NP can lead to a more promising treatment.

To further categorize NP, many clinical researchers address this disease as either acute or chronic in nature. Acute NP involves a short-term sensation, which traditionally leads to a moderate level of neural regeneration that is accompanied by a nearly complete return of normal neural function. Conversely, chronic pain involves prolonged damage that ends with minimal or no regeneration of symptomatic tissues. As a result, chronic NP pain has a higher likelihood of life altering and long term complications. Although there are many causes of NP, two common causes of chronic neuropathy, as well as the focus of this review, are diabetic neuropathy (DN) and chronic contusion injury (CCI) NP. The potential application of the peptide hormone Gh will also be discussed in relation to these to NP states.

Diabetic Neuropathy: mechanism of action and related symptoms

DN is one of the most widespread diseases affecting several regions worldwide. Many countries, including India, have already begun to experience the detrimental effects of DN while other western society countries are projected to have a dramatic increase in patient diagnosis due to the high prevalence of related risk factors. Historically, the indefinite mode of induction of DN has limited the research potential in finding a treatment. Now that the mechanism of action is better understood, studies are establishing the sequence of events that ultimately lead to the clinical presentation of DN. These studies are laying the groundwork for the potential reduction and inhibition of DN related symptoms through metabolic and tissue specific therapeutic agents.

One hypothesis for the clinical presentation of DN involves the accumulation of carbohydrate derivatives in response to hyperglycemia. To summarize, while in the hyperglycemic state the body begins storing the accumulated glucose as sorbitol through the actions of the enzyme aldose reductase. This glucose to sorbitol reduction is important in DN because it requires the utilization of coenzyme NADPH, an essential substrate for several other biological processes. When utilized for minimal sorbitol synthesis this reaction causes no adverse side effects; however, when relied upon as a major control mechanism in reducing chronically elevated blood glucose levels this conversion quickly exhausts the supply of NADPH thereby inhibiting other necessary reactions (Fig. 1). One important reaction that demands the presence of NADPH is the use of this coenzyme as the regenerating factor for glutathione. Glutathione is an important element in regulating reactive oxidative species (ROS) of
aerobic tissues. If not restrained to low levels, these ROS have detrimental effects on cell stability and can lead to apoptosis of neural cells and demyelination of neural tissue via the death of supportive glial cells. Once damage to the neural or glial cells occurs, microglia cells begin the induction of inflammation, which further compounds the damage by inducing apoptosis of various cells. This immune induced apoptosis disrupts signaling processes, which develops into the improper coordination of both sensory and motor signaling leading to the classical symptoms of NP that were discussed above.

The inflammation response that is believed to mediate the apoptosis of neural tissues is thought to depend on the presence of several essential pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-1, IL-6 and TNF-α. Several studies have shown the increased presence of these specific cytokines in relation to chemical induced apoptosis of neuronal tissues. A treatment that targets these specific cytokines may have the potential to inhibit the microglia induced apoptosis and in coordination of neuronal processes that is believed to be at the center of DN.

**Spinal Cord Neuropathy: mechanism of action and related symptoms**

Although there are an extensive variety of spinal cord neuropathy systems, which operate through several mechanisms, this review will focus on the CCImodel and its effects on chronic pain stimulation. The CCImodel involves the introduction of a contusion to the dorsal horn in order to simulate blunt force spinal cord lesion. On the cellular level, the similar microglia mediated apoptosis begins the disruption of neuronal signaling and leads to the immediate incoordination of both sensory and motor functioning. This disturbance clinically presents itself as hypersensitivity to external stimuli as well paralysis of caudal muscle tissues. When correlated with the DN system, the cellular apoptosis may also play a key role in the induction of peripheral pain as the loss of myelin directly effects the functioning of the sensory neurons. At the molecular level, shortly following the contusion, spinal cord neuropathy begins to take place as gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) inhibitory effects begin to decrease as shown through the reduction of decarboxylase 65 and 67 mRNA expression. The regression of GABA signaling causes a lack of nociceptor inhibition which is essential when down regulating peripheral pain within normally functioning tissues. Although this has yet to be completely resolved, studies have shown through the use of Gabapentin, a GABA analogue, that the introduction of hypersensitivity to mechanical and thermo stimulus in a variety of neuropathic syndromes is strongly associated to the deterioration of GABAAergic response. The loss of this essential inhibition is believed to enable once insignificant membrane depolarizations to go unregulated and through signal summation cause hypersensitivity to both mechanical and temperature stimulants. To summarize, the loss of GABA inhibition following CCI allows for both the elevation of action potential intensity as well as an increase in neural stimulation. Both of these mechanisms of unregulated neural signaling leads to the introduction of nociceptor induced pain activity.

Another perspective involving the GABA induced inhibition focuses on a study by Wallace et al. in which a contusion onto the spinal column causes a reduction in signal inhibition without a corresponding reduction in GABA receptors. The findings from this study suggest that the decrease in inhibitory post synaptic currents (IPSCs) following a contusion to the spinal cord is not due to the regression of GABA receptors, but rather a transformation of its activity and resultant function. Pitcher et al. focused on this observation as it linked the activities of Na⁺-K⁺-Cl⁻ co-transporter isoform 1 (NKCC1) and an- tagonist K⁺-Cl⁻ co-transporter 2 (KCC2) expression to the change in the GABAergic response. Pitcher hypothesizes that the overexpression of the ion pump NKCC1 in transporting chloride ions into the neuron and the regression of the ion pump KCC2 in the removal of chloride ions out of the neuron following neural tissue inflammation causes the once inhibitory activity of GABA to become excitatory upon binding with its GABA A receptor (Fig. 2). This change in flux has been shown to be characteristic of CCI cases and is postulated to be a key cause of both primary and secondary hyperalgesia. Although the location of these ion channels has yet to be definitively determined, they are believed to be located within the interneurons, C/D pain fibers or the sensory tract leading to the thalamus, which would allow for the change in activity to directly affect key pain signaling processes. As of right now the channels have been determined to be in the CNS spinal tissue with indefinite cell discrimination.

One may note that the findings of Pitcher appear to contradict the study in which
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there is both a short term and long-term induced NP. These studies suggest that the complications that delay the dis- two studies, factors such as this add to causes for hypersensitivity within these mechanisms. One being caused by rever - that is caused by two distinctly separate morphic origin of pain, which is depen -dent on a similar loss of signal inhibition that is caused by two distinctly separate mechanisms. One being caused by reversal of a previously inhibitory signal while the other being caused by regression of signal activation. Although there is no definite explanation as to the change in causes for hypersensitivity within these two studies, factors such as this add to the complications that delay the discovery of a long-term treatment of CCI induced NP. These studies suggest that there is both a short term and long-term molecular change, which individually cause hyperalgesia. Although not yet resolved, it suggests the need of a multi- ple phase treatment method, which accommodates to the changing cause of hyperalgesia or prevents late onset while treating the early molecular changes.

Ghrelin: newly discovered applications

Gh, a gastrointestinal derived protein hormone, was originally discovered as a ligand that interacts with its analogus receptor, growth hormone secretagogue receptor (GHS-R), to regulate the fluidity between the fed and fasting states.25 Although Gh is secreted predominantly from the stomach and the receptors are mostly concentrated within the hypothalamus, both the receptor and peptide hormone have recently been found to exist ubiquitously within various mammalian organ systems. Although predominantly present in the deacylated form in circulation, only the acetylated form has shown to interact with the GHS-R while the deacylated form is believed to be ei - ther an inactive pro-hormone or deacti - vated hormone state.26 Several recent studies, which have looked into trace expression of acetylated Gh within tissues unrelated to digestion and homeostasis regulation have prompted investigations into other potential sites and purposes of Gh activity (Fig. 3). One function in particular is centered on work which has shown Gh to have the ability to counteract inflammatory signals that are known to interrupt proper neural signaling through neural tissue apoptosis.27,28 The application of Gh, in-vitro and in-vivo, has shown to specifically inhibit apoptotic processes induced by cytokines IL-1 and TNF-α (as well as several other cytokines) which are normally active within damaged neural tissues.27,28 Studies such as the one by Lee showed that Gh can work with its receptor in order to prevent oligodendrocyte damage from reactive oxygen species, similar to what is believed to cause DN.29 Although interaction with GHS-R has shown to be beneficial when utilizing Gh’s effects, another study by Bulgarelli shows an implication for ghrelin to work independently of its GHS-R receptor upon CD36 receptors of microglia cells to prevent their activation and pro-inflammatory response.20 The lack of need for GHS-R has allowed for Gh to be applied to neural, glia and immune cells that may not express RNA for GHS-R but rather any cell that merely in - teracts with microglia, a common neural immune cell.

In addition to the inhibition of pro-inflammatory signals, Gh’s also functions as a stimulant to T-regulator cells through the promotion of the cytokine IL-10. This is beneficial when regulating inflammation because T-cells are instrumental in the inactivation of already present inflammatory responses and thus act indirectly as an anti-inflammatory cytokine as they inhibit further microglia activation.21 T regulatory cells specifically reduce the effects of Th-1 mediated cytotoxic cells which when contacted by damaged tissue, induce apoptosis of both neurons and glia cells. The elimination of the Th-1 pathway during neural cell damage helps IL-10 and subsequently Gh function as a neural protective agent for tissues that are exposed to a stressor, which has a tendency to promote apoptosis, or con - trolled tissue salvaging, such as the case in both DN and CCI.

Finally, the presence of GHS-R within deep dorsal horn regions of the spinal cord have been shown to have an inhibitory effect on nociceptor stimulation. The exact mechanism has yet to be de - termined but the interaction of Gh with GHS-R has shown to decrease the expres-
tion of c-Fos, a secondary messenger which is often utilized as a marker to indicate recent neuronal stimulation, within stimulated pain transmitting neurons. With this newly observed inhibition of pain signaling through a system, which bypasses the dysfunctional GABA mediated pathways, Gh may have the ability to reduce and treat hyperalgesia based symptoms of NP by compensating for the loss of IPSCs that results from the regression of proper GABA function.

Future Outlook

Gh’s function as a general anti-inflammatory agent through the inhibition of common inflammation signaling pathways has allowed for it to be applied to a variety of NP states that often function through common means, such as DN’s and CCI’s shared utilization of cytokine induced apoptosis to compensate for chemical and mechanical stressors respectively. By recognizing and exploring the similarities between these two neuropathy states as well as applying the newly evolved discoveries of Gh to other neural disease systems with similar mediators, the use of Gh can be foreseen to transition between various NP states interchangeably as a general therapeutic agent to combat inflammation induced apoptosis.
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